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1. NOTATION AND MAIN RESUI.TS 
A mesh of order k is a nondecreasing (k -; I)-tuple of reals. If 11 (u,, . 
u1 ,..., ZIP,) is a mesh, let #u = k denote the order and A(U) :z maxIi,,, 
(ui ~ u+,) the tnc~sh-size of Lt. On occasion we adopt the view that u is a 
collection of open intervals Ii - (zt,~ I , cl;), called the i~~tervals of‘ 11, and WC 
write Ii i; ct. A single open interval is 3 mesh of order one. A partition is a 
mesh with nonempty intervals. 
If u is a mesh OH the open interval (u, h): i.e., ug ~~~ a and zt,,, b, then 
P,/(U) is lhe collection of real functions on (u, 6) whose restrictions to the 
intervals of u are polynomials of degree at most II - 1. If f‘t L”(a, h). 
1 -s; p :-: a. and L( is mesh on (a. h). let 
Jf #u -L I, Cl (N, $) : 1, we also write e,&f. ,x, ,P) or E,,.,,( /, I) for 
E,,,,(,f, u). The quantities of greatest interest to us arc. for i, 7 I, 2, 3 ,.... 
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and with II ranging over all possible meshes on (u, b) let 
Obviously, it is enough to consider partitions zt in the last two equations. 
The interval designation (a, b) is often dropped. If f and g are in L”(a, b) 
then, because (T c< 1, 
Similarly, the functioaals B,,,i(.) and N,,,,(.) satisfy the triangle imequality, 
and, moreover, are homogeneous of degree CT. 
DLFIKITION 1.1. Let N1’,7’(u, b) designate the collection of elements f of 
L”(a, 6) such that Nl,.n(f) < KI. It is not hard to see that N”s’~(+Y, b) is a 
linear space, which becomes an F-space when supplied with the norm 
is !l>.ll = li.fll, + Nr,.n(ff. 
For p = co replace Ll’(a, b) by C[a, b]. Only for Q = I is N’lsn(a, b) a Banach 
space, cf. [13], p. 51ff for the terminology and basic facts regarding F-spaces. 
The Sobolev space of real functions.~possessiIlg on (a, It) an n-th distribu- 
tion derivative f tF7) in D’(cI, 6) is denoted by Wn*p(a, b). 1 :< p 5: co and 
I? f (I, 2, 3 ).., ). W”~“JO” (a, b) is the collection of locally integrable real 
functionsfon (a, b) such thatfE Wn,fl(a, /I) if a < z < /3 < 6. 
Main Results. We now state the main results of this paper. Consider a 
fixed interval (a, b), positive integer n and I < p -< co. 
THEOREM 1.1. (i) The Soboiev spare W”J(a,b) is conrained in Np*n(a, b). 
Denote the closure of WP2,1(a, 6) in the metric of NP,71(u, b) by N:*Ya, 6). Then 
iffy N;sn(a, b) 
k-y @Ep.,(f, A) = f&.tf)‘:“. fl> 
(ii) If either f E W7z*1(a, b) or else f E W”~l~loC(a, b)n Ll’(rr, b) and 
lf(7z1 / is monotone a.e. with IfCIL) j in LO(a, b), thet?,fE Ni,“(a, 6) ad Eq. (1) 
holds with 
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(iii) [f,f’E W rL-lJOc(~, b) n L”(a, b), the/z 
Throughout, ij’p = co, we assume J’E C[a, b]. 
Part (ii) can be stated in slightly stronger form, by replacing “ if’“) / is 
monotone” by “ if tn) 1 I has a locally integrable majorant in L”(a, b) which is 
monotone near a and near h.” This is shown in Section 2. 
THEOREM 1.2. (i) lj’f E LJ’(a, b) tlzenjhr each positive iuteger k 
knE’&f, k) <: NDsn(f)“‘“. (4) 
(ii) N,,,,(f) i m $and on!,> $B,,,,( f) < cc. 
(iii) If J’E Wi’+‘~l(a, bj ad f flz I) is qj’ bounded ouriation, denote the 
total variation off (rL-l) by lIf‘(n) ;/[, . Then with d, --= 1 /(II ~~ 1) ! 
Nv,n(.f) :; C/,,“(b - CT)‘-” ~,fcn’ ,;$. (5) 
(iv) Jf’,f’E W ‘L,l*lOc(u, 6) and j f (uJ 1 is nzotlotone, then for some comtatzt 
M 9.n 9 
N,,,(f) < M,,, ,f”“’ ‘;:’ . (6) 
Previous results on the problems of this paper were obtained by Lawson [6], 
Ream [9], Phillips [S], Sacks and Ylvisaker [ 1 l] and earlier work referenced 
therein, Rice [lo], McClure [7], Burchard [l], Freud and Popov [5], Subbotin 
and Chernykh [12], de Boor [3], and Dodson [4]. More detailed references 
are given at the appropriate places below. 
The proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 begin with establishing the inequalities 
Here, T’;J and T”‘*? are meshes of order k on (a, b), constructed in Section 3, 
depending on j; p, tz, and k. T”<.’ is an optimal mesh, as is clear from (7), while 
Tkv2 is baluncedforf; i.e., ED,,n(f, I) has identical values for all intervals I of 
TL*2. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 follow by proving that the extreme terms in (7) 
converge or are bounded as claimed. The requisite approximation theory is in 
Section 2. 
If p ~_ co, then we can take T”-’ 7”‘s” so equality holds in (7), but in 
general this is not so. It is easy, e.g., to explicitly construct counterexamples 
for n == 1, p = = 1, 2. For p -== co, see [6]. 
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The first inequality in (7) follows from Holder’s inequality. De Boor [3] and 
Dodson [4] used Holder’s inequality to derive a similar inequality. We have 
the following. 
LEMMA 1.3. For any mesh u on (a, 6) andf in L”(a, 6) 
B,..Cf; 10 < k”“E,,n(.L ll)“, k = #u. 
Proof. We use Holder’s inequality with dual exponents q = I,,(m) and 
q’ = p/a, so that l/q + l/q’ = 1. Consider the vectors I’, z E [w7’, k = #u, 
with components yi = 1, zi = EDsn(.f; Z$, Ii =z (zli-r , wi). Then, summing 
over i = l,..., k, for 1 :$ p < co 
This generalizes to p = co. 
Phillips [B] showed 
ED,&; a, b) = c&b - W0 ifYE>l , 5 E [a, bl, if .f~ C’[Q, 61. (8) 
The constant c,,, is the one that occurs in (3). We do not require this result 
here, except in the trivial casef’“) == const. but it is helpful to note that (8) 
implies 
(9) 
with uipI < Ei < ui , forfE C?[Q, b]. Thus, Bp,Jf, U) is a Riemann sum and 
we obtain a special case of Theorem 2.8, cf. Section 2 below: 
Thus, for fin C?[a, b], Theorem 2.8 (ii) below follows from (8). Phillips [B], 
in attempting a similar proof made the assumption that an optimal mesh is 
necessarily balanced. Since this is valid only for p = m, his proof is restricted 
to this case. (He has the additional restriction thatfj(,,,, not be a polynomial 
of degree II - 1 or less on any interval (01, j3) C (a, b)). 
De Boor and Dodson [3], [4] have obtained asymptotic upper and lower 
bounds, instead of the limit in (2), of the form 
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assuming j’E W~~“(a, 6) and f (u) Riemann integrable. They also derive the 
upper bound for If(n) 1 monotone. Previously. Burchard [l] had obtained 
the upper bound for,J’c V[n, h] and Freud and Popov [5] and Subbotin and 
Chernykh [12] have the upper bound that follows from (5) and (6), except 
for different multiplicative constants. 
EstiinatrsJbr Spline Futlc’lioms. Similar to P”(u) is S):(U), the spline 
functions of degree II 1 on the mesh II. This is the subset of P’&(u) described 
by the usual smoothness conditions: If 11 F Fa and L occurs with multiplicity 
I?? in the mesh II, then s t S”(u) is to have continuous derivatives at least up to 
order /7 - 111 1 at &Y ~/ u,, . #Y -I- u,, . L #u). With CI ranging over all 
possible meshes on (a, 0) let 
We have the containment relations 
and hence the inequalities 
These inequalities demonstrate that the asymptotic behavior of spline 
approximation, as k -+ cc on optimal meshes, can be closely estimated in 
terms of En,Jf; k), an idea first used by Rice [IO]. Theorem 1.1 shows that for 
f E W”~Ya, b) or ,f‘~ L”(a, b), /f(fl) 1 monotone c,ft C[a, 61 if p -== co), (1 I ) 
implies 
(12) 
The last inequality holds for all fin W~2~~~10c(u, b). 
Relationdrip between BY.?J f) and N ,,,,, (.f). We state here and prove 
separately the result of Theorem 1.2 (ii) because this is fundamental for the 
relevance of the seminorm N,,,,(f) to our problems. 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. [f.fE L"(U, h). 1 . [J ; 'J3, th/? N&f) < % ij a/d 
o~lh, lf B,,,(f> -c a. 
Proc$ Clearly B,,,,(f) :I Nfl,Jf). and so assume BD,Jf) < z. Then, 
if x E [a, 61, we can find 6 >z 0 and a finite bound M such that for all meshes 
71 on (a, h) 
For suppose x E [a, 61 and no such 8 and M can be found. Let 8 :1 0, h( -: E 
and z( a partition on (a, b) such that (13) is violated. It is easy to construct a 
partition U’ on (a, 6) such that: (i) if I is an open interval, I C (x - 6, I -i- S) 
then 1~ U’ iff ZE U; (ii) if I q (x -- 8, .‘c +- 6) and IE ZI’, then h.(Z) -< 3s. 
This implies that X(u’) -: 35, and B,,,,,(j; u’) : M. This construction may be 
carried out for every 6 10 and M < a, and so B,,,,(f) ==~ lim sup,,(.),,, 
B*,,Jf, U) = cc, contrary to the hypothesis. Thus, we can assign to each x in 
[a, h] a S-neighborhood and A4 < co such that (I 3) holds for all meshes II. 
Select a finite cover of [a, 01 by, say /n, such neighborhoods. We obtain 
x; ) si >, 0, Mj < co. i = 1, 2 . . . . . 777 such that 
711 
ii) [a, 61 C u (xi - 6, , xi + li,), 
z _ 1 
(14) 
(ii) c &,n(f, 0” c- Af, 
Itzr,lC(s,-fi,,s,+6,) 
the latter for all meshes u on (a, b), M == maxlCic,,,Mi . Now let F(X) :m 
max lcl~P1l dist(x, [a, b]\V,), Vi = (xi ~ S;, xi + SJ. We can find a positive 8 
that bounds q~ from below on [a, 61. Considering any mesh u on (a, h) we find 
that the intervals Z of u that are not contained in some Vi have ;\(I) > 26. 
Thus there are no more than N = [l + (h - u)(2S)--l] such intervals. Since 
E,,.(,/; Z) is a monotone function of I. cf. Lemma 2.9 below, the 
contribution of such intervals to B,,,n(,f; u) does not exceed N M,“. 
where MI = E&f; a, h). For the remaining intervals of ZI. each (contained 
in some Vi, we have by (14) that 
and thus we have shown Bn,n(f, u) ’ N. MI0 -4. 177 M, and so l\‘,,n(.f) is 
finite. 
Cross references are such that (1.7) refers to formula (7) in Section 1. 
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In this section we establish basic estimates, continuity properties and 
approximation theorems for the seminorms B,,, and N,,,, 
LEMMA 2.1. Let d,, = 1 j(n -- I)!. I/‘~E W+l.l(a, b) ~ritll/c”-i) E BV(a, h) 
E,,,,(J; 0, h) :., d,,(h ~~ a)‘+l ,Jf(‘ii ,,,’ 
am,,,‘:” .< d,,(b -- up-l jjp 11~~ . 
Here, llftn) ily -= j‘(a,b) I dff(“+‘) 1 is the total aariatiou of the 
measure f (lL) == dfJf(+l). In particular. iJ’ f‘r- Wn*l(a, 0) then 
&id with Ilf(n) ~Iv =: ,/fen) /iI . 
Radon-Stieltjes 
(1) and (2) are 
Proof. Repeated integration by parts establishes Taylor’s formula 
where s(“) = 0, i.e., s E P”(a, 0). Then, for 1 -: p < ,TJ: 
For p 7 so, (1) follows similarly. Now, let 11 be a partition of (a, h). Then, 
with summation over i =: I,..., #u. and using (1) on each interval of the 
partition, we obtain 
We have used Holder’s inequality. Now (2) follows by taking the supremum 
over all partitions 21 of (a. h). 
DEFINITION 2.2. By Lemma 2.1 W”,l(a, h) is contained in Nj’sn(u, 6). By 
N{s”(a, b) we denote the closure of W’“,l(a, /I) in Np*n(a, b). 
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Lemma 2.1 also shows that S”(u) C N P*s for any partition U. The following 
inequality of de Boor [3] and Dodson [4] allows us to conclude that an 
important class of functions belongs to N:,“, cf. Proposition 2.5. 
LEMMA 2.3. (de Boor and Dodson) Ifn is a posititie integer, 1 ::l p < a, 
and if g is a nonnegatir:e and non-rlecreasing,jinictioll 011 (a, h), then the, fimction 
satisJies 
cp(x) = !;., o) (.y - tP-l g(t) dt 
Here li’e interpret (np f l)llP = 1 .for p = x. 
De Boor and Dodson use this lemma for obtaining upper bounds, see 
below for more details. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose ,f E Wn,l,loc (a, 6) and / ,fcn) 1 possesses a monotone 
nzajorant g, in the sense that ~ f (“)(.x)1 ::z g(x) a.e. on (a, b). Let q be dqfined as 
in Lemma 2.3 and let Al,,, ::: (n! (np -I- l)l/~)-u, 1 Z< /I < co. Then 
E,,,,Cf. Q, b) < dn 11 (t? i’lj,(cl,bl -Z M:fe ‘, S Io.h.b) , (3) 
Na.n(fhn,b) d M,,n 11 g “:,(n,h) . (4) 
1~ particrrlar,f E Npsn(a, b) {fg E LO(a, b). 
Proqf. Without loss we may assume that g is nondecreasing, Then 
,f 6 Wn*l(a, p) for fi < h. Now (3) follows by means of Taylor’s formula as in 
the proof of Lemma 2.1, since j fcrl) : Y g a.e. Then, for any mesh z! on (a, b) 
On,n(f, u> G JJ,,, 1 Ii ho l!Z,h-,,lLi) = M,,, ~: RYE,h,.b) , 
summing over i = I,..., #[I. Now (4) follows. If g E L”(a, b), then (3) shows 
thatfE L”(a, b) and (4) shows Nn,n(f) < a, hencefis in Np*71(a, h). 
Among the functions f to which Lemma 2.4 applies are such important 
examples as ,f,(.~) = x*, 0 < x < 1, CL > - 11~. For these J. R. Rice [lo] 
proved lim SUP~~+~ k”E,,,,(f, , k) < m. The suggestion by H. G. Burchard [l] 
that this could be attributed to the fact that I fc’ I E L”(0, 1) was c,arried out 
successfully by de Boor and Dodson, lot. cit., who made use of the mono- 
tonicity of ifi”) / and proved lemma 2.3. 
The results just stated are much sharpened as well as generalized in 
Theorems 1 .I and 1.2. These depend in part on the following proposition, 
which strengthens Lemma 2.4. 
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Proqf: Note thatf’is continuous in (a. A). If ‘,g is n~li~~cre~~si1~~ near a then 
If’ (of / is actually integrable on each interval [a. /3], /3 c.1 h. Similarly near h. 
Thus we consider the case when g is nonincreasing near a and nondecreasing 
near 6. It follows from Lemma 2.4 that ,f’ is in L”(u. b). In particular, for 
p = co j‘is a bounded continuous function on (a. 0). To avoid trivial repeti- 
tions in the arguments we slightly simplify the assertion by assuming that ,y, 
hence /S171i j , is actually integrable near a. Accordingly we can now more 
simply 1et.f; in ViiR,l(a, h) be defined such that 
,f;(.\-) :- I(s) for LC c-_ .V .:: b -~ E. 
.j‘j”‘(.S) := 0 for /I ~-- fz s- ‘ 17. 
Proceeding with these simpIi~cat~ons in mind, abbreviate L’ --- b -- E, and 
assume E ) 0 is sufficiently small such that g is nondecreasing on (c, h). 
Then by Lemma 2.4, for 1 :C p ..: CD, 
/‘--- 1, ,ln.(n*h) = : I‘ ‘-- .f, ,!*>*k.r,) :-:I(l, p6 ,‘p*(i..i,) 
: ; M’ .‘(J ii, li ; $c ,i,k,?P) . 
Here, q<(x) --: lcC.,,,, (x - .Vi g(t) dt, e J-. s -.: il. The preceeding estimate 
shows that ,f; -+f‘in Lp(a, h), by the monotone convergence theorem, since 
g E L”(a, b). For 1) = = a3 it follows that ,/’ has a continuous extension to 
[a, 61, being the uniform limit of the functions./; in W’“sr(a, b). 
It remains to prove that N,,,,(J‘- ,f;)f,,,l,, -+ 0 as E -, O-i-. Let g”(x) 0 
for a < x < c’ and g,)(x) R(X) for c -c. .Y -:.: 17. Then g,, is a monotone 
majorant for f(l&) .-- fi”) j on (a, 0). Hence by Lemma 2.4 
NI?.V‘(./‘ - Lh,h) z- I M,,,.n so a, (o,h) 
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Again the monotone convergence theorem implies the right-hand side in this 
inequality tends to zero, and we have shown,fE N~~“(u, />). 
Incidentally, we have for the metric of N”.” 
in the preceding proof. 
The utility of the family of functions N:),“(a, h) stems in part from the fact 
that we are able to prove the following lemma about approximation by 
splines “of one degree higher.” 
LEMMA 2.6. For euery ,f E N:,',"(a, 0) and E :> 0 there exists a 8 > 0 such 
that for all partitiom u with h(u) < 6 there is s E S’; “(u) with N,,,Cf’-- s) < E. 
IJ:f E W”s’(a, 6) we call achierle iu addition that (b - a)lpO !j f (?‘) ~ s(n) ‘1: <. E/C/~:. 
Proof. It suffices to show the lemma forf’E W”.l(a, b). Chooseg E Cn[u, b] 
such that //f(“) ~ g(") 'iI < 7, 7 > 0 to be chosen later. Now let II be any 
partition with h(u) < 6 where 8 is chosen so that W( J$)~), 8) < :?, w(., 6) 
being the modulus of continuity. Then construct s tS”‘l(~) so .that, for 
i I,..., #u and ui .1 -: t < 11; 
s’“‘(t) gyu, 1). 
Then 
and so 
N&f - s) :.: d,,O(b - a)l--” ~“(1 + b - a)~ == $(T). 
Finally, choose 7 > 0 so that 4(y) < E and the proof is completed. 
The norm Bl,.Js) is easily evaluated for s E P”(u). 
LEMMA 2.7. For partitions u and u on (a, b) such that each intercal qf r is 
contained in some interoal of u andfor s c ST’-+l(u) 
where c,,, = Eo,n(x”, 0, I )/I?!. Notice that 1 s(“) la is piecewise continuous, 
hence Riemann integrable. 
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Proof. The result (1.X) of Phillips [8], in the trivial case when fen) : 
const. gives for s E Sn+l(a, h) and all c E R 
E;,,,,(s, a, h) = (h -- o)l:c; c ,,,) j I S(“)(C)l 
on any interval (a, 6). Hence ifs is .S”~~‘(z*) 
where u,-~ < ci -; z’i and i == I . . . . . #tl. 
THEOREM 2.8. (i) Sztpposej‘~ Ng37’(u, h). Tllen 
(ii) lff is either in Wnsl(a, h) or else satisfies the hypotheses qf’Proposi- 
tion 2.5 therl, more precisely, 
CC Ir,n as in Lemma 2.7). 
(iii) Finally, iJ’,f~ Wn,l*loc(a, b) n L”(a, b), then 
Proof. Let E > 0 and choose 6 > 0 as in Lemma 2.6. If X(U) < S for a 
partition z1 find s E F+l(u) such that Nn,Jf - S) < c/2. Then 
We have shown (5). 
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WC made use of Holder’s inequality: / g 11: ,< (b - a’)~~ ~1 g iI;, and of the 
obvious c,,.,~ .< d, . The inequalities above hold for any E :> 0, hence 
&n(f) = 4l.n ‘1 f’“’ I,” 
holds for,f’E WnJ(u, h), and thus (5) implies (6) in this case. 
Next, let f satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2.5. For E > 0 sufficiently 
small the function f6(x) defined there has, by (6), 
Hence 
The first term on the right tends to zero as E - 0+ by Proposition 2.5, the 
second term by the monotone convergence theorem. Thus, since,fg N:,n(a, b) 
by Proposition 2.5, we have shown (5) and (6) in the present case. 
Finally, consider the case whenf E WTi,l,loc(u, h) n L?‘(a, b). If 
M < c;,, p j :: ) 
choose E > 0 so that 
and 6 > 0 SO that, if MJ is a partition of (a + E, b - E), then A(U)) < Li implies 
j ~DA.L I\,> - GLn ~ .f ‘“’ I’R.(ni+-t) I -: E. 
Now, if II is a partition of (a, b) with X(u) < 8 let w be that partion of (a + E. 
b -- l ) the intervals of which are the ones of II, intersected with (a -- E, h - E). 
Clearly h(rr,) c.. S. since it is easy to see that !?,,,,,(,I; a(, /3) depends mono- 
tonically on the interval ($1. 8). Therefore. 
This proves (iii). Note that we have not assumed ,lf(‘j) 8ici -. 1%. 
The monotonicity property of E,,,,,(J; #Y, /3) used in the preceding proof is 
stated as part of the next lemma, needed below for frequent reference. 
LEMMA 2.0. .!.Ci U il p Il. E,,.,,(,/. ‘\. p, &pe11ci.s cw7til7L,orls/~~ 011 
(a, /3),for,f i/7 L”(O, h), if’ 1 /’ c x. mtl,for,fitz C[a, h] $17 03. Further- 
more E ,,, ,,( ,f; k, 13) is ~~o~~itweasiyq i/7 N and t~otdecreasing in p. For p ~03 ad 
J’E C[a, 61, 
E, .,A L ‘h j-3) w(,/i 1’: ’ I). 
The proof is straightforward and is omitted. 
We now proceed to establish a companion result of Theorem 2.8 that 
greatly strengthens it and that is needed below in the proof of Theorem 1. I : 
however, it is well to point out that Theorem 2.8 is all that is required if 
Theorem I.1 is specialized slightly by restricting to functions j’in L”(a, h) 
such that,f’ (,,,I) is never a polynomial of degree II 1 or less for 
The extension of Theorem 2.8 that is needed has to do with the following 
“weighted” mesh size. which measures the subintervals / of a partition by the 
distance of f’from P”(I). 
DEFNITION 2.10. Let ZI be a mesh and assume ,f~ L”(z/,, , uJ, X- #u. 
Define 
the “mesh size of 11 weighted by,jI” If no confusion can arise, we also write 
simply EL(.) for p,.J..f). 
The relationship between h(u) and P,,,,,(II,~) is as follows. 
LEMMA 2. I I. Suppose ,f’~ L”(a, h), 1 I).:%, or f‘c C[a, b], /I L L, 
ar7d let p(u, f) m=m pIjs.(u.,f) fbr partitions 11 qf‘(a, h). Theri 
lim ~((4. f) -= 0. (7) 
AI II) ~0 
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The straightforward proof is again omitted. 
According to this lemma, if .f’t L”(a, h) and ,f’ has “trivial intervals” 
t&r, P); i.e.,fl(,,,) E P’Y,, P> ’ an d x < p. then a sequence of partitions zl’, E?,... 
of (a, b) may satisfy lim,;,, ~,~,,,(&,f) = 0 but X(U~) may fail to converge to 
zero. Then Theorem 2.8 does not allow one to conclude that 
lim 7; .n B1A.f; Lli,) = B,,.n(fh 
even if f’E Ni,“(a, 6). This conclusion is nevertheless valid, as we now show. 
Proqf: A trivial interval (n, /3) of ,f is one for which E,,,,,(,f; a, ,B) = 0. 
Clearly each such interval is contained in a maximal open trivial interval. 
The maximal open trivial intervals of,f’can be arranged in a sequence ( V&YE1 , 
such that lim,+= h(V,) -= 0. We write 
vi =~= (q ) pi,, i =~= I, 2,.... 
It could happen that Vi = Q for all i == 1, 2 ,.... Now, let (u”) be a sequence 
of meshes on the interval (a, b), write p(.) = ~],,~(.,f), and assume 
Choose a sequence Mu of positive integers such that 
For each k = 1, 2,... define a new mesh u k~l by adjoining to Us the extra knots 
a1 >.‘.> %,lk 1 P 1 ,..., p,>?, . Further expand each u/.-l to a mesh ZP by adding 
knots in the trivial intervals V, , 1 <.j Z< razz , and in such a manner that no 
knot in Vj is farther than 1 /k from either neighbor. Notice that for each li 
since &,2 differs from zll;.l only by knots added in the trivial intervals of zG-,r. 
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We claim now that 
and for k 1) 2,... 
/ B,,,,(.f, u”*‘) - B&j; u’c); :.=, 2/H, * p(‘l”yr. (13) 
This shown, the hypothesis of the theorem in conjunction with (10) will 
imply that lim,,, B,,,,(,f, ~(~~3~) z-= B .,n(f). But then the conclusion of the 
theorem follows from (10) and ( 13). 
Next, we first show (12). Without loss, assume that lim,,, A(u”~~) exists, 
otherwise select a suitable subsequence. Then let (ak, &) be an interval of 
I,?,~ such that 
b,; --- Uli =-: h(zP). 
It is understood that ak and b,, are neighbors in zk“). By selecting a further 
subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that uk --f a, and b,,, --f b, as 
k ---f co. Since we assume I -+ 0, then also P(u”,~) -* 0, and hence, by 
Lemma 2.9, 
Hence we can find j, 1 :, ,j < u; such that (a(, , b,,) C V’; (olj , flj). Since 
lim, n??fC := co, cij and pj belong to ~~‘3~ for /I :‘: k, . Now if cij -A & then 
b, - a, =~- 0 and (12) is shown. Otherwise (~j < flj and by construction of 
uk,2 neighbors in Vj of ~8,’ differ by at most l/k (this is preserved under 
selecting subsequences), for k > k. . Since tij I:-: a, :s b,, :.< /3, it is impossible 
to have a, < b, , so 0, -- a, =- 0, showing (12). 
Finally, we prove (13). Recall that by construction 
Then clearly 
p(z”‘~~1) -I: p(d) (14) 
and (13) will follow by induction over /tzl, if it can be verified for fnL = I. Now, 
in the latter case, at most two subintervals of u/: are disturbed in passing to 
z&l. If one subinterval, I, then this is represented by three subintervals 
I, , I,, I3 in uiCJ and I, is trivial. Furthermore E&f, Z,) :< E,,,(j; I) for 
1 =m-= 1. 3 and thus 
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whence (13) with ink = 1. If, however, two subintervals I, J of ul; are disturbed 
in passing to u k~l then four new intervals 1, ,A , J1, Jz appear in z&r, two of , 
which are trivial, and moreover E,,,Cf;IJ < E,,,(f; Q, E&A Ji) < 
EnJf, J)(Z = 1, 2), and so in this case 
whence again (13) with nai, = 1. Thus (13) has been verified for nzk = 1. By 
induction it follows easily for integers f7z1, >, 1. because of (14). 
3 
We now construct the sequences of meshes (~~,I)~~ and (P~z>,&, 
depending on fin L”(a, ~5)~ for which the relations (1.7) obtain. Combining 
this with the results of Section 2 we obtain the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. For f E Lp(a, b), I < p < co or f~ C[a, b], y :== co and each 
k =--= 1, 2,..., there is a mesh TkJ such thnt #T*J = k and 
~G,n(h T’*‘*‘) = L,(f, A>, k=l 3 . . .’ ->f .> (1) 
lim p( T”**, f) =- 0. (2) 
k-m 
Proof. By the elements of real analysis, Em,,, E,,,(J k) = 0. NOW, 
cf. definition 2.10, 
~-li,,n(T~~~,.f > < En,nif, 7-9 
and so (1) implies (2). To prove the existence of meshes T’(vl satisfying (1), 
note that EDsn(f, U) is a continuous function on the compact set 
(u E w-1 : a < EQ < ... < ukml <b), 
by Lemma 2.9, and thus attains its minimum, at some mesh PJ. 
The next lemma establishes the existence of meshes PY-2. These are similar 
to partitions used by Burchard [l] forfE @[a, b], and to partitions used by 
de Boor and Dodson [3,4]. For f E C”[a, b] Burchard used meshes u for 
which 
r . (?A-,,uJ 
max(/ fcwf jut 7)) (3) 
(with small positive q) does not depend on i = l,..., #u. ForfE (?[a, b] he 
showed that these partitions allow to obtain upper bounds for 
Iim SUP~+~ k ~~,~~(~ k) for 0 < p < co 
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involving Ilfol’ ‘i . For.f’c W”~‘(a, 0) (andf (‘!I Riemann integrable) de Boor 
and Dodson used meshes such that 
does not depend on i. The meshes II 7-j,.?. to be constructed now. are such 
that 
E’,,,,,(.L L/i I . 11,) (5) 
does not depend on i. Relationships between the quantities (3), (4), and (5) 
are not yet entirely clear. While (5) can be bounded by (4). with a similar 
inequality in the opposite direction, cf. Phillips’ result (I .8) and also de Boot 
and Dodson [3, 41, no such relationship exists between (3) and (5), as is to be 
shown in a future paper. We have not yet investigated to what extent proper- 
ties of the meshes T”,’ are shared by the meshes obtained by “balancing” (3) 
or (4). 
LEMMA 3.2. rf'.ft L"(a, h) jiv 1 ./I -_ cx, or ,/'<I C[a. h] ,fiw y ~-: x. 
there is,for each positioe integer k a mesh T”J on (a, 0) such that #T1m,2 -= k, 
TLJ is balanced, and 
E,,,,(.L Tk:; , i’ 
T ‘“) =z ,+(Ti..‘), j-) for i I ,...) k. (6) 
Fy;, /L ,,,, ,( 7” ,2, f) -:- 0. (7) 
B&j; T”‘.‘)“” := /<‘lE,>,,(f; j-s.“). (8) 
ProoJ Suppose for the moment that (6) holds. Then for 1 -,{ [> < ‘Y; 
p,,,,(T”‘“, .f)” = El,,n(,#; Ti,“2)“/k :.< i,fi $/k, 
so (7) follows. For11 : cg argue like this: For suitable subscript i, 1 _ i _ X, 
cf. Lemma 2.9. This shows (7) for /, = co. Next, since 1 ~-- (a/l?) =-- /IG we 
have for 1 < p < a, if (6) holds, 
and (8) follows. For p z co, when II = I/O, (8) is an immediate consequence 
of (6). 
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To show the existence of meshes Thv2 satisfying (6) we inductively construct 
meshes 
w”(p) = (a. w”@), . w’Yp>p ,.... w”cp,J,-* , p, 
with IV~(& =G a, w”(/& = p, and such that 
(9) 
and the proof is completed. 
The construction of w”(p) is as follows. Having proved the existence of the 
meshes t&*(/3) for a < /3 < b we obtain w”(p) in the form 
where n is the smallest solution of the equation 
Fk-l(4 - &,,,(.L 01, B> = 0. (11) 
This equation ensures that W”(P) as given in (10) has the property (9). To 
show the existence of a smallest solution 
we demonstrate by induction simultaneously 
A,@) exists and is nondecreasing in /3; (12) 
F,(a) is continuous and nondecreasing in a: (13) 
for k -= 1, 2 . . . . . For k = 1, A,(P) 7 a and P,(a) = Elj,n(,f; a, a), ancl so (12), 
(13) follow from Lemma 2.9. If now I is an integer, / 1~ 2, assume (12), (13) 
are shown for k = I ~ 1. Next, let k = 1. The existence of A,.(p) is then clear 
from (13) and Lemma 2.9 since these imply the left hand side in (11) is 
continuous in 01 for a .< ry < ,8, and clearly nonpositive for 01 == a and non- 
negative for N = p. Let pi = A,(P) in (10). This defines W”(P) and F,b(/3), and 
these satisfy (9). Notice that for a < p c< b 
mm ~k-d&(P)) = &,,,(f, &(P), p,. (14) 
To show A,@) is nondecreasing, assume to the contrary that there are fi and 
6 -2 0 and A,@ + 8) < A,@). Abbreviate 
G(m, P> = ~%,n(.f, 01, Ph 
640/14/2-S 
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Then we have the following string of relations. consequences of (14). 
Lemma 2.9 and induction: 
Clearly. we have equality throughout, and so A,#) is not the smallest 
solution of (II). Hence A,.(P) is nondecreasing. This in turn gives: If 
a < p < /3 a- 6 X- h, then 
so Fk is a nondecreasing function. 
We next show that Fp is continuous from the right, omitting a similar 
argument for left continuity. Consider a decreasing sequence PI , & ,... with 
limit /3 and write a, = A,@,). Then ( aj) is nonincreasing, bounded below by a 
and so converging to some Oz. Notice that A@) i: d. For eachj 
Hence by induction 
lim F,(/3,) = F,-,(4) : G(&, /if). 
j II 
(15) 
By (14). and since A#) S< &, 
so that (15) shows 
lim F,Jpj) -m- Fkm,(&) = F,(p). 
i-em 
establishing right-continuity of F,; . The proof of left continuity is similar. 
This concludes the inductive proof of (12) and (13) and thus of the lemma. 
Proqfi of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. These are now immediate from 
Theorems 2.8 and 2.12 and Lemmas 1.3, 2.1, 3.1, and 3.2. 
Remark. An example showing that NPsn(a, b) $ Lfl(a, 6) is in [l] 
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